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“Great wisdom is generous; petty wisdom is contentious. Great speech is impassioned, small 

speech cantankerous.” 

 

"For whether the soul is locked in sleep or whether in waking hours the body moves, we are 

striving and struggling with the immediate circumstances. Some are easy-going and leisurely, 

some are deep and cunning, and some are secretive. Now we are frightened over petty fears, now 

disheartened and dismayed over some great terror. Now the mind flies forth like an arrow from a 

cross-bow, to be the arbiter of right and wrong. Now it stays behind as if sworn to an oath, to 

hold on to what it has secured. Then, as under autumn and winter's blight, comes gradual decay, 

and submerged in its own occupations, it keeps on running its course, never to return. Finally, 

worn out and imprisoned, it is choked up like an old drain, and the failing mind shall not see 

light again.” 

 

"Joy and anger, sorrow and happiness, worries and regrets, indecision and fears, come upon us 

by turns, with ever-changing moods, like music from the hollows, or like mushrooms from 

damp. Day and night they alternate within us, but we cannot tell whence they spring. Alas! Alas! 

Could we for a moment lay our finger upon their very Cause?” 

 

[…] 

 

“Now perfect Tao cannot be given a name. A perfect argument does not employ words. Perfect 

kindness does not concern itself with (individual acts of) kindness. Perfect integrity is not critical 

of others. Perfect courage does not push itself forward.” 

 

[…] 

 

"The Perfect Man," answered Wang Yi, "is a spiritual being. Were the ocean itself scorched up, 

he would not feel hot. Were the great rivers frozen hard, he would not feel cold. Were the 

mountains to be cleft by thunder, and the great deep to be thrown up by storm, he would not 

tremble with fear. Thus, he would mount upon the clouds of heaven, and driving the sun and the 

moon before him, pass beyond the limits of this mundane existence. Death and life have no more 

victory over him. How much less should he concern himself with the distinctions of profit and 

loss?" 

 

[…] 

 

"Granting that you and I argue. If you get the better of me, and not I of you, are you necessarily 

right and I wrong? Or if I get the better of you and not you of me, am I necessarily right and you 

wrong? Or are we both partly right and partly wrong? Or are we both wholly right and wholly 

wrong? You and I cannot know this, and consequently we all live in darkness.” 

"Whom shall I ask as arbiter between us? If I ask someone who takes your view, he will side 

with you. How can such a one arbitrate between us? If I ask someone who takes my view, he will 

side with me. How can such a one arbitrate between us? If I ask someone who differs from both 
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of us, he will be equally unable to decide between us, since he differs from both of us. And if I 

ask someone who agrees with both of us, he will be equally unable to decide between us, since 

he agrees with both of us. Since then you and I and other men cannot decide, how can we depend 

upon another? The words of arguments are all relative; if we wish to reach the absolute, we must 

harmonize them by means of the unity of God, and follow their natural evolution, so that we may 

complete our allotted span of life.” 

 

 


